One of the most troublesome contributions to the NNLO QCD corrections toB → X s γ originates from three-loop matrix elements of four-quark operators. A part of this contribution that is proportional to the QCD beta-function coefficient β 0 was found in 2003 as an expansion in m c /m b . In the present paper, we evaluate the asymptotic behaviour of the complete contribution for m c ≫ m b /2. The asymptotic form of the β 0 -part matches the small-m c expansion very well at the threshold m c = m b /2. For the remaining part, we perform an interpolation down to the measured value of m c , assuming that the β 0 -part is a good approximation at m c = 0. Combining our results with other contributions to the NNLO QCD corrections, we find B(B → X s γ) = (3.15 ± 0.23) × 10 −4 for E γ > 1.6 GeV in theB-meson rest frame. The indicated error has been obtained by adding in quadrature the following uncertainties: non-perturbative (5%), parametric (3%), higher-order perturbative (3%), and the interpolation ambiguity (3%).
Introduction
The decayB → X s γ is a well-known probe of new physics at the electroweak scale. The current world average for its branching ratio with a cut E γ > 1. 6 GeV in theB-meson rest frame reads [1] B(B → X s γ) exp Eγ >1.6 GeV = 3.55 ± 0.24 +0.09 −0.10 ± 0.03 × 10 −4 , (1.1)
where the first two errors are subsequently statistical and systematic. The third one is due to the theory input on the shape function and the dγ fraction. The combined error amounts to around 7.4%, i.e. it is of the same size as the expected O(α 2 s ) corrections to the perturbative transition b → X parton s γ. On the other hand, the relation
holds up to non-perturbative corrections that turn out to be smaller (see Section 7) . Consequently, evaluating the Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO) QCD corrections to b → X parton s γ is of crucial importance for deriving constraints on new physics from the measurements ofB → X s γ.
In the calculation of b → X parton s γ, resummation of large logarithms (α s ln M 2 W /m 2 b ) n is necessary at each order in α s , which is most conveniently performed in the framework of an effective theory that arises from the Standard Model (SM) after decoupling the heavy electroweak bosons and the top quark. The explicit form of the relevant effective Lagrangian is given in the next section. The Wilson coefficients C i (µ) play the role of coupling constants at the flavour-changing vertices (operators) Q i .
The perturbative calculations are performed in three steps:
(i) Matching: Evaluating C i (µ 0 ) at the renormalization scale µ 0 ∼ M W , m t by requiring equality of the SM and effective theory Green's functions at the leading order in (external momenta)/(M W , m t ). In the NNLO analysis of the considered decay, the four-quark operators Q 1 , . . . , Q 6 and the dipole operators Q 7 and Q 8 must be matched at the two-and three-loop level, respectively. Three-point amplitudes with four-quark vertices need to be renormalized up to the four-loop level, while "only" three-loop mixing is necessary in the remaining cases. The matrix elements are needed up to two loops for the dipole operators, and up to three loops for the four-quark operators.
The NNLO matching was completed in Refs. [2, 3] . The three-loop renormalization in the {Q 1 , . . . , Q 6 } and {Q 7 , Q 8 } sectors was found in Refs. [4, 5] . The yet unpublished results [6] on the four-loop mixing of Q 1 , . . . , Q 6 into Q 7 will be used in our numerical analysis. The effect of the unknown four-loop mixing of Q 1 , . . . , Q 6 into Q 8 is expected to be small. Nevertheless, its calculation is underway [6] . Once it is known, the NNLO expressions for C i (µ b ) will be formally complete.
As far as the matrix elements are concerned, contributions to the decay rate that are proportional to |C 7 (µ b )| 2 are completely known at the NNLO thanks to the calculations in Refs. [7, 8] . These two-loop results have recently been confirmed by an independent group [9, 10] . Two-and three-loop matrix elements in the so-called large-β 0 approximation were found in Ref. [11] as expansions in the quark mass ratio m c /m b . Such expansions are mandatory when m c < m b /2, which is satisfied by the measured quark masses. Finding all the remaining ("beyond-β 0 ") contributions to the matrix elements is a very difficult task because hundreds of massive three-loop on-shell vertex diagrams need to be calculated.
In the present work, we evaluate the asymptotic form of the m c -dependent NNLO matrix elements in the limit m c ≫ m b /2 using the same decoupling technique as in our three-loop Wilson coefficient calculation [3] . We find that the asymptotic form of the β 0 -part matches the small-m c expansion very well at the cc production threshold m c = m b /2. The same is true for the Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) matrix elements. Motivated by this observation, we interpolate the beyond-β 0 part to smaller values of m c assuming that the β 0 -part is a good approximation at m c = 0. Combining our results with other contributions to the NNLO QCD corrections, we find an estimate for the branching ratio at O(α 2 s ). Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the effective theory and collect the relevant formulae for theB → X s γ branching ratio. The contributions that are known exactly in m c are described in Section 3. Expressions for the NNLO matrix elements in the large-β 0 approximation and in the m c ≫ m b /2 limit are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 is devoted to discussing the interpolation in m c . Section 7 contains the analysis of uncertainties. We conclude in Section 8. Our numerical input parameters are collected in Appendix A. Appendix B contains a discussion of the cc production treatment in the interpolation.
The effective theory
Following Section 3 of Ref. [12] , theB → X s γ branching ratio can be expressed as follows:
where α em = α em (0) ≃ 1/137.036 and N(E 0 ) denotes the non-perturbative correction. 1 The m c -dependence ofB → X c eν is accounted for by
with neglected spectator annihilation. P (E 0 ) is given by the perturbative ratio
Our goal is to calculate the NNLO QCD corrections to the quantity P (E 0 ). The denominator on the l.h.s. of Eq. (2.3) is already known at the NNLO level from Refs. [15, 16] . The relevant effective Lagrangian reads
(2.5)
The last term in the square bracket of Eq. (2.4) gives no contribution at the Leading Order (LO) and only a small contribution at the NLO (around +1% in the branching ratio -see Eq. (3.7) of Ref. [12] ). Consequently, we shall neglect its effect on the NNLO QCD correction and omit terms proportional to V ub in the analytical formulae below. However, our numerical results will include the V ub terms at the NLO. The same refers to the electroweak corrections that amount to around −3.7% in P (E 0 ) [12, 17] .
The quantity P (E 0 ) depends quadratically on the Wilson coefficients 2
where the "effective coefficients" are defined by
j=1 y j C j (µ), for i = 7, C 8 (µ) + 6 j=1 z j C j (µ), for i = 8.
(2.7)
The numbers y j and z j are defined so that the leading-order b → sγ and b → sg matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian are proportional to the leading-order terms in C eff 7 and C eff 8 , respectively [18] . This means, in particular, that K ij = δ i7 δ j7 + O(α s ). In the MS scheme with fully anticommuting γ 5 , y = (0, 0, − 1 3 , − 4 9 , − 20 3 , − 80 9 ) and z = (0, 0, 1, − 1 6 , 20, − 10 3 ) [19] . In Eq. (2.6), we have assumed that all the Wilson coefficients are real, as it is the case in the SM. Consequently, K ij is a real symmetric matrix.
Once the MS-renormalized 3 coefficients C eff i (µ) are perturbatively expanded
the expression for P (E 0 ) can be cast in the following form:
Here, P (0) and P (k) 1 originate from the tree-level matrix element of Q 7 are known exactly in m c . In order to describe their content, we
The coefficients K (1) ij are easily derived from the known NLO results 
where
The matrixγ (0)eff and the quantities r
can be found respectively in Eqs. (6.3) and (3.1) of Ref. [20] . The bottom mass is renormalized in the 1S scheme [21] throughout the paper. The charm mass MS renormalization scale µ c is chosen to be independent from µ b . For future convenience, we quote r
The exact expressions for a(z) and b(z) in terms of Feynman parameter integrals can be found in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) of Ref. [20] . Their small-m c expansions up to O(z 4 ) read [22, 23] a(z) = 16 9
The functions φ
can be found in Appendix E of Ref. [12] . The remaining ones (that affect P (1.6 GeV) by ∼ 0.1% only) can be read out from the results of Ref. [24] . In particular,
Once all the ingredients of K (1) ij have been specified, P 
The only NNLO correction to P (E 0 ) in Eq. (2.10) that has not yet been given is P
2 . For this contribution, we shall neglect the tiny LO Wilson coefficients of Q 3 , . . . , Q 6 . The NLO matrix elements of these operators affect the branching ratio by only around 1% [20] . Thus, neglecting the corresponding NNLO ones has practically no influence on the final accuracy.
Let us split K
ij into the β 0 -parts K
(2)β 0 ij and the remaining parts K
where n f stands for the number of massless flavours in the effective theory, and
Following Ref. [11] , we shall take n f = 5. Effects related to the absence of real cc production in b → X parton s γ and to non-zero masses in quark loops on gluon propagators are relegated to K (2)rem ij . Thus, the only m c -dependent contributions to K (2)β 0 ij originate from charm loops containing the four-quark vertices Q 1 and Q 2 .
The explicit K
(2)β 0 ij that we derive from the results of Refs. [7, 8, 11, 15, 20] read
The small-m c expansion of Re r Re r
The function φ
where F (2,nf ) as a function of x = 2E γ /m b is given in Eq. (9) of Ref. [8] . 4 The remaining functions φ
(2)β 0 ij (δ) are unknown and will be neglected in our numerical analysis. It should not cause any significant uncertainty for E 0 = 1.6 GeV. For this particular cut, the NLO functions φ (1) ij (δ) affect the branching ratio by around −4% only, which is partly due to a certain convention in their definitions (φ 
(4.10)
The "≃" sign is used above only because we skip i, j = 3, 4, 5, 6 in the sum. 5 The full correction P
The present section contains the main new result of our paper, namely the asymptotic form of P
(2) 2 in the limit m c ≫ m b /2. It has been evaluated by performing a formal three-loop decoupling of the charm quark in the effective theory, using the method that has been previously applied by us to the calculation of the three-loop matching at the electroweak scale [3, 25] . Once the charm decoupling scale is set equal to µ b , one recovers the asymptotic form of the matrix elements in the large m c limit. The
. At the two-loop level, we find the following asymptotic form of the functions a(z) and b(z) 
The small-m c expansion of this function has been given in Eq. and (5.2) , taking into account that only φ (1) ij with i, j > 2 do not vanish at large z, and that φ (1) ij are z-independent for i, j = 4, 7, 8.
K
(2)rem 22 
88 + X
(2)rem 88 13) and the "decoupling logarithm"
(5.14)
(2)rem 77 in Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) stand for the unknown non-β 0 contributions from the two-loop matrix element of Q 8 in the theory with decoupled charm (together with the corresponding bremsstrahlung). They will be set to zero in the numerical analysis. Neglecting them can be justified by arguing that the contribution of K (2) 78 to P (E 0 ) is suppressed relative to that of K in Eq. (4.6) affects P (E 0 ) by around 0.1% only. The suppression factor gets squared for K
88 . Thus, neglecting X is not expected to cause any significant uncertainty. Using the results of Refs. [7, 8] , one easily derives an expression for the m c → 0 limit of K We are going to use this formula for testing the m c -interpolation prescription in the next section. By analogy to Eqs. (3.14) and (4.10), we can write P The "≃" sign is used above only because i, j = 3, 4, 5, 6 are skipped in the sum.
Interpolation in m c
In the present section, we are going to estimate P for m c < m b /2 by performing a certain interpolation between its large-m c asymptotic form and an assumed value at m c = 0. In particular, we shall assume that the large-β 0 approximation is accurate at m c = 0, which may be argued for by recalling that no charm mass renormalization effects arise at that point. Since such an assumption is obviously a weak point of the calculation, two alternative forms of it will be considered:
The difference between these two cases will serve as a basis to estimate the interpolation uncertainty. As a cross-check, we shall also consider the case
which does not rely on the large-β 0 approximation but rather on assuming that the "77" term dominates at m c = 0. In Appendix B, issues related to the cc production are discussed. The functional form of P was dominated by renormalization effects, the last three terms would be sufficient. The first two terms are included because otherwise no ln 2 z would be reproduced at large z. The function |r where the contribution from Eq. (5.4) has been singled out in the coefficient at ln 2 z (the first term). This first term is assumed to determine x 1 . Then the second term in the coefficient at ln 2 z determines x 2 . Next, x 3 is determined from the coefficient at ln z. Finally, by adjusting x 4 and x 5 , one can simultaneously match the constant term in Eq. (6.5) and satisfy one of the requirements (6.1), (6.2) or (6.3). In our example, the results are (a) P It should be stressed that the shape of the curves in Fig. 2 is quite sensitive to the choice of renormalization scales. For instance, when the charm mass renormalization scale µ c is shifted from its default value µ c = m c (m c ) to twice this value, the coefficients at z d dz Re r 2 . The renormalization scale dependence of our results will be discussed in more detail at the level of the branching ratio in the next section.
From the above results for P 
2 (z 0 ) ≃ 1.151, (6.17) that are calculated using the same parameters, we obtain [12] , respectively. 5 In P
3 (z) (6.14) and P
2 (z) (6.17), we display only the z-dependence that is due to a(z) and b(z). Other z-dependent effects that originate from φ (1) ij (δ) are very small. 6 We are grateful to the authors of Ref. [17] for providing us with their results in an extended version that allows for arbitrarily varying µ 0 and µ b . 
Estimating the uncertainties
The results (a) and (b) given at the end of the previous section are within the range of around ±3% from their average, and the result (c) is in between them. The spread of the three solutions decreases only slightly for higher scales µ b . Moreover, the left plot in Fig. 2 seems reasonable even as a description of an extrapolation rather than an "interpolation with an assumption". Therefore, we shall assign a fixed ±3% to the interpolation ambiguity. 7 Unfortunately, such a rough way of determining this error may need to remain in theB → X s γ analysis until a complete evaluation of the three-loop matrix elements is performed. Calculating them just in the m c = 0 case would help a lot. As far as the higher-order (O(α 3 s )) perturbative uncertainties are concerned, renormalizationscale dependence is usually used to place lower bounds on their size. The three plots in Fig. 3 show the branching ratio dependence on each of the three scales, once the remaining two are fixed at the values that were used in the previous section (µ 0 = 2M W , µ b = m 1S b /2 and µ c = m c (m c )). Dotted, dashed and solid lines describe the LO, NLO and NNLO results. The NNLO branching ratio is defined as the average of the (a) and (b) cases. Stabilization of the scale dependence with growing order in α s is clearly seen. It is especially encouraging in the case of µ b because the interpolation assumptions (6.1) and (6.2) violate the analytic µ b -dependence cancellation even at O(α 2 s ). The µ c -stabilization is more obvious because it is built into our interpolation prescription by construction. The perfect µ 0 -stabilization arises both due to the smaller value of α s at the matching scale and to the fact that the NNLO matching conditions are complete.
By studying plots like those in Fig. 3 for various choices of the fixed scales, we have convinced ourselves that ±3% is a reasonable estimate of the higher order perturbative uncertainty. At the same time, we find that 3.15 × 10 −4 is a good central value. It is reproduced (as an average of the (a) and (b) cases), e.g., for µ 0 = 160 GeV, µ b = 2.5 GeV and µ c = 1.5 GeV.
The parametric uncertainty is the most straightforward one. Our input parameters and their uncertainties are listed in Appendix A. The correlation between C and m c (m c ) is taken into account. The remaining errors that are quoted in the right columns of Tables 1, 2 and 3 in Appendix A are treated as uncorrelated. This way we find the overall parametric uncertainty of ±3.0%.
Finally, the non-perturbative uncertainties need to be considered. It has been customary for a long time to quote the known O(Λ 2 /m 2 b ) and O(Λ 2 /m 2 c ) non-perturbative corrections as the dominant ones (see Section VI of Ref. [28] for discussion and references). The subdominant O(Λ 2 /m 3 b ) and O(Λ 2 /(m 2 c m b )) ones are known, too [13] . More recently, the O(α s Λ 2 /(m b − 2E 0 ) 2 ) correction was evaluated [14] . All these corrections are included in N(E 0 ) in Eq. (2.1) and cause around 2.4% enhancement of the branching ratio. However, the non-perturbative corrections that arise in the matrix elements of Q 1,2 in the presence of one hard gluon remain unknown. They scale like α s (µ b )Λ/m b in the limit m c ≪ m b /2 and like α s (µ b )Λ 2 /m 2 c in the limit m c ≫ m b /2. 8 Since m c < m b /2 in reality, we consider α s (µ b )Λ/m b as the quantity that sets the size of such effects. In consequence, we assign a ±5% non-perturbative uncertainty to our result. This is the dominant uncertainty at the moment. The very recent estimates [29] of similar corrections to the Q 7 -Q 8 interference term are neglected here. They are smaller than the overall uncertainty of ±5% that both the authors of Ref. [29] and us assign to all the unknown O(α s (µ b )Λ/m b ) effects. is obtained for the input parameters listed in Appendix A and for the renormalization scales µ 0 = 160 GeV, µ b = 2.5 GeV and µ c = 1.5 GeV. The total uncertainty is found by combining in quadrature the ones discussed in Section 7. As it is clearly seen in Fig. 3 , the NNLO corrections significantly improve the stability of the prediction with respect to the renormalization scale variation and, in consequence, reduce the total error. Comparing the NLO and NNLO µ c -dependence in Fig. 3 , one realizes why all the previously published NLO predictions had significantly higher central values than the current NNLO one. In order to relate our result with E 0 = 1.6 GeV to the measurements with cuts at 1.8 GeV (Belle [30] ) and 1.9 GeV (BaBar [31] ), one needs to compute ratios of the decay rates with different cuts (see, e.g., Ref. [32] ). This is a non-trivial issue because new perturbative and non-perturbative effects become important in the endpoint region. A new calculation of such effects has recently been completed [33] but its numerical results were not yet available when the average in Eq. (1.1) was being evaluated.
We have chosen E 0 = 1.6 GeV as default here assuming that it is low enough for the cutoffenhanced perturbative corrections [14, 33] parameter effect on Eq. (8.1) B(B → X c eν) exp = 0.1061 ± 0.0017 [38] ±1.6% C = 0.580 ± 0.016 [35, 37] ±2.8% |V * ts V tb /V cb | 2 = 0.9676 ± 0.0033 [39, 40] ±0.4% α em (0) = 1/137.036 [41] [41] α s (M Z ) = 0.1189 ± 0.0020 [41, 42] ±2.0% m t,pole = (171.4 ± 2.1) GeV [43] ±0.5% M W = 80.403 GeV [41] m 1S b = (4.68 ± 0.03) GeV [35] ±0.2% m c (m c ) = (1.224 ± 0.017 ± 0.054) GeV [36] ±2.8% Table 2 : Experimental inputs that are necessary in the calculation of P (E 0 ) before including the electroweak and O(V ub ) corrections.
Appendix A: Numerical inputs
In this appendix, we collect numerical parameters that are used in Sections 6 and 7. The default value of the photon energy cut is E 0 = 1.6 GeV. In Section 6, the renormalization scales were µ 0 = 2M W , µ b = m 1S b /2 and µ c = m c (m c ). The final central value of the branching ratio in Eq. (8.1) is reproduced e.g. for µ 0 = 160 GeV, µ b = 2.5 GeV and µ c = 1.5 GeV.
The other parameters are displayed in the tables below. Errors are indicated only if varying a given parameter within its 1σ range causes a larger than ±0.1% effect on the branching ratio (8.1). In such cases, the effects in percent are given in the right column of the corresponding table. Table 1 contains the four quantities that determine the overall normalization factor multiplying P (E 0 ) in the expression (2.1) for the branching ratio. Table 2 contains the experimental inputs that are necessary in the calculation of P (E 0 ), before including the electroweak and O(V ub ) corrections. For α s (M Z ), we adopt the central value from Ref. [42] but conservatively use a twice larger error which then overlaps with the one given by the PDG [41] . One should take into account that the phase space factor C in Table 1 and m c (m c ) in Table 2 are strongly correlated. For this reason, we take both parameters as determined in the same global fit to the semileptonic B-decay spectra [34] [35] [36] 4, 194] GeV (95% C.L) [41] 0.3% (115 GeV is used as central) [35, 37] ±0.4% ρ 2 = (0.0045 ± 0.035) GeV 3 [35, 37] ±0.6% adopting m c (m c ) from Ref. [44] . The normalized correlation coefficient amounts to [37] F ≡
where the meaning of the two methods is explained in Section III of Ref. [36] . Denoting the uncertainties in the right columns of Tables 1 and 2 by ∆ x , where x is the relevant variable, one finds that the combined uncertainty due to C and m c is given by
Since ∆ C and ∆ mc are very close in size (by coincidence) and F is close to −1, the combined uncertainty is much smaller than it would be in the absence of the correlation. For our final result, we adopt F = −0.92 that gives larger ∆ C,mc (±1.1% rather than ±0.7%).
The dependence of m c (m c ) on α s (M Z ) in the semileptonic fit can affect m c (m c ) by up to ∼ 10 MeV [37] , which would translate to ∼ 0.5% in ∆ αs . We neglect this effect here. An analogous correlation for C is also neglected, as it turns out to be even smaller [37] . Table 3 contains the remaining parameters that are necessary for the electroweak, O(V ub ) and non-perturbative corrections. Since we treat the phase space factor C as an independent input, λ 1 is needed only for the small cutoff-related non-perturbative correction [14] .
The parameters ρ 1 and ρ 2 are needed for the O (Λ 3 /m 3 b , Λ 3 /(m b m 2 c )) contributions to N(E 0 ) that are derived from the formulae of Refs. [13, 48] . An important subtlety in this calculation is that the O (Λ 3 /m 3 b ) corrections to Γ B → X u eν logarithmically diverge when m u → 0 so long as hard gluon interactions with the spectator quark are neglected. When they are included, one encounters new non-perturbative matrix elements whose values are rather uncertain [49] . Since these effects cancel in the ratio (P (E 0 ) + N(E 0 ))/C, we follow the approach that has been used in the calculation of C in Ref. [35] , namely we neglect the spectator effects and set ln m b /m u to zero. At the same time, we neglect the additional uncertainty in C that is caused by this arbitrary procedure (see the comments below Eq. (25) in Ref. [35] ). Our final result (8.1) is the same as if the considered subtlety did not occur at all. In the future, simultaneous calculations of C and N(E 0 ) should be performed on the basis of the semileptonic fit results of Ref. [32] , which would constitute an independent test of the the current calculation.
Although the Wilson coefficients C eff i (µ b ) are derived quantities, we quote for convenience their values at µ b = m 1S b /2. The LO and NLO ones are collected in Table 4 . From among the NNLO ones, only C (2)eff 7 (µ b ) is relevant here. We find C The analytical solutions to the NNLO RGE for the Wilson coefficients can be found, e.g., in Section 3.3 of Ref. [50] . The resulting explicit expressions for C (k)eff i (µ b ) in terms of C (k)eff i (µ 0 ) and η = α s (µ 0 )/α s (µ b ) will be given in Ref. [6] . As far as α s (µ) is concerned, we have used the four-loop RGE and applied two independent methods for solving it: a numerical one implemented in RunDec [51] and an iterative analytical one that includes (tiny) QED effects, too [50] . Our final results are independent of which method is used. However, the intermediate quantities, for which more digits are presented, slightly depend on the method. No such divergences are present in the NLO contributions to P (E 0 ), and in the other than P (2)rem 2 NNLO ones. There, all the logarithms of m c get multiplied by positive powers of this mass. If P (2)rem 2 turns out to be logarithmically divergent at m c → 0, it should be redefined to include the cc production contributions. The assumptions (6.1)-(6.3) would then refer to the redefined quantity that must be convergent at m c → 0. At the same time, the largem c asymptotics would remain unaltered. After performing the interpolation of the redefined quantity as in Section 6, one should subtract the cc production effects at the measured value of m c . At present, possible effects of such a subtraction are understood to be contained in the interpolation ambiguity.
